kodak camera wiki org the free camera encyclopedia - eastman kodak co of rochester new york is an american film maker and camera maker for at least three quarters of the 20th century it played the dominant role in worldwide photography business, kodak classics mischa koning - kodak retina and retinette cameras 35mm cameras produced by kodak ag in germany the folding retinas and retinettes are very neat and compact still very usable though the small viewfinder on the earlier models may be found to be restrictive by some, mike s guide to buying old cameras mike eckman dot com - read this ultimate guide for everything you d need to know before buying an old or vintage film camera from film types to formats this guide has it all, 50 vintage cameras a buyer s guide for photographers - things to look for if you want a working camera don t think that all cameras for sale are in working order ask when was the last time it was used if it sit in the closet for so long some parts of the camera will start to rust and stick don t be afraid to bargain and make sure the item is in, kodak retina series photoethnography com s classic camera db - kodak retina series i ia ib ii ia iiic by karen nakamura overview and personal comments ok so let me get my collecting biases on the table i hate kodaks i ve been to too many antiques shows and seen just way too many brownies instamatics and broken folders stacked up to the ceiling and worth their weight in scrap metal, medium format cameras mr martin s web site - this portion of the museum contains cameras which are medium format with film that is larger than 35mm and generally 2 25 or 6cm wide cameras are listed alphabetically by manufacturer, movie cameras mr martin s web site - bell howell model 414 director series zoomatic movie cameras early 1960s other images case 414 open there were similar models with subtle differences the model 414 did not have power zoom or a dual electric eye the model 414p had power as well as manual zoom
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